OVERTWING SIGNS!

BECOMING HEALTH

AACI Behavioral Health offers linguistically and culturally sensitive services that help clients overcome barriers to care. Our services include individual, group and family counseling for adults of all ages at all income levels. In the home, at school or in the community.

• Individual, Family and Group Counseling
• Case Management and Linkage to Resources
• Medications Support Services
• Psychiatric Services
• Outreach and Education

APA-accredited

I was super depressed before I came to AACI and I didn’t know what anxiety was. Counseling helped me get through it.

-Cathy, AACI Behavioral Health Client

ADVOCATES FOR HEALING!

WELLNESS

AACI believes in holistic approach to overall wellness which centers on prevention and the treatment of mind and body alike. AACI provides a full continuum of wellness services that respond to community needs.

• Advocacy for Patient Empowerment
• Domestic Violence and Human Trafficking Emergency Shelter
• Supportive Housing
• DVI Program
• IPV Education & Training
• Youth Programs for Future Leaders

“At the beginning, I was really scared... But when I was able to come to shelter, I felt safe. There were a lot of people who care, who care for me in my new environment. It’s the best time in my life. At the shelter, no one cared about me or worked on me. Just that I am at rest of people.”

- Trac, Survivor of Domestic Violence
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WELCOMING NEW PATIENTS!

AACI Health Center provides high quality care regardless of a patient’s immigration status and insurance or ability to pay. Our multi-cultural care team of doctors, nurses and patient navigators provides comprehensive primary and preventative health care services to anyone that needs it.

• Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC)
• Patient Navigation Center (PMC)
• Integrated Behavioral Health (IBH)

MID-CAL
MEDICARE
MEDICAL
OTHER HEALTH PLANS
NO INSURANCE

“Each AACI, there is someone who speaks your language. When I walk through the door, I see smiles and I am very happy to be here.”

Marc, AACI Health Center patient

FROM AROUND AACI

As a student in AACI’s Leaders for Education, Advocacy, and Dialogue (LEAD) Program, Melissa wanted to get the most out of the experience and use the tools she needed to mobilize her community to vote. She support financed young leaders like Melissa and empowers them to make a difference in their communities!

LEAD teaches young people how to be community leaders through workshops, a network internship, and a community action plan. Melissa’s internship included a civic leadership workshop at San Jose city councilman’s office, and she began to ask why many APIs were not voting.

Today, Melissa is studying political science and computer science at Stanford University. She continues to be a leader for change and is inspired by using technology to people understand the issues and make change. She has developed an app that helps users to understand the issues that impact them, and more must be done to empower them with a voice.”

Melissa said.

$5,000 awarded to 30 Best in Class AI X 12 Student winners for the 2019 Governor’s Cup in American Art, Essay and Video contest.

600+ new patients registered
2,100+ Intermenn hours served

AACI ANNUAL REPORT FISCAL YEAR 2019
AAGI has made every effort to accurately list donors. If you notice an error, please contact (408) 975-2730 ext. 403.
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